The biggest challenge for origin-of-life scientists is to account for the first selfreplicating molecule. Genes are needed to make proteins and proteins are needed to make genes, so which came first? The answer is in ribozymes probably, RNA molecules capable of both coding and catalysis. An earlier, simpler biology might have relied on RNA for both heredity and metabolism. Evidence for such an "RNA world", preceding modern life includes the central catalytic and informational roles of RNA in splicing, gene expression, and translation, as well as the versatility of RNA in forming specific receptors and catalysts. Forming the glycosidic link between the nucleoside bases and ribose is thought to be the most difficult step in prebiotic nucleotide synthesis in the presumed scarcity of RNA nucleotides on the prebiotic earth. Organisms of the putative RNA world would have required an RNA polymerase ribozyme for both RNAbased heredity and the expression of "RNA genes". In vitro evolution of nucleic acids involve typically randomized synthetic DNA libraries that are either selected directly for desired binding or catalytic activities, or are transcribed into RNA prior to selection. The DNA -encoding molecules with desired activities are amplified (and in some cases intentionally diversified) either by PCR or by reverse transcription followed by PCR. The
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ribozyme. There is a lot of hope that having a ribozyme that can polymerize its own full sequence will give rise to an RNA/Ribozyme self Replication Model system. Such a system would mimic/proxy the earliest life self replicating molecule independent of any other polymers present in the ambient soup. For such a molecule to survive, replicate and exist in the ambient natural selection like conditions of directed evolution the system needed to be compartmentalized. Moreover such a closed system would retain any beneficial mutations arising without loss into the environment. One such system is the oil water emulsion system, having the hydrophobic ends inside and hydrophilic ends 
